


A music enthusiast by heart, Paurush Jhamb (Mr. J) entered in the 

world of music as a professional in 2014 and since then there has been 

no looking back. He initially discovered his inclination towards being a 

DJ when he found himself completely submerged in the groovy tunes 

of Deep, Tech, Progressive Electro House to Hip Hop, Trap, Bollywood, 

Punjabi and much more. He, then knew, that this is the call of his soul.

In 2015, he completed his DJ’ing from Soundtrack, Delhi and started 

playing in renowned clubs of Delhi. Being young and proficient in his 

field, Paurush has a commendable grasp over his crowd, always. He 

uses his meticulous intelligence of electronic dance music which 

makes everyone jump to the dance floor and groove to the rhythm of 

the music.

Over the years, his experience and variegated knowledge have elevated 

his skills, further accompanied by applying it to his DJ sets and 

producing mind-freaking music. Paurush with his dynamic and enticing 

personality then, all the more, adds more charisma to the atmosphere 

and turns it more lively. He has this magic to shape his music 

conforming to the ambience and leaving the crowd swirling, twirling 

and dancing their heart out.



CLUB SHOWS      

Kitty Su

Soi 7 

Sutra

Walking Street

Story Club & Lounge

ADDA

The Nest

Boombox

Public Connection

Molecule

Pier 38

Spiritual Cafe

OTB

Warehouse Cafe

Tease Bar & Lounge

The Drunken Botanist 

Blackout - Jaipur

Club G-Adda - Guwahati

Turquoise Cottage - Agra 

OFFICIAL EVENTS/BRANDS

SBI

AUDI INDIA

S&P GLOBAL

EY

SAMSUNG

HCL



RELEASES



Handled a crowd of more than 2000 people at once.

New Year Eve 2016, 2017 & 2018 at Westin, Gurgaon.

Been part of several big fat weddings all across and outside India.

DJ for closing ceremony of India Art Fair 2018. 



www.djpaurush.com

paurushjhamb@gmail.com

+91 9953119109


